Hurricane
Intermediate
Jaguars
September 2019

Labor Day – NO SCHOOL
September 2
Hope Squad Conference
September 4
PLC/Early Out Day
September 9
Dismiss @ 11:45am
Picture Re-takes
September 19

Dear Jaguars,
What a great start to the year! We are impressed with how well the
students are behaving so far and how hard they are working. We look
forward to many exciting academic and extracurricular activities this year.
Our school mission is to ensure that every student at Hurricane
Intermediate is high-achieving and well-rounded. We want our students
to be successful in everything they do.
This year our focus is on increasing the “GRIT” our students show when they
are asked to do hard things. You may notice our faculty and staff wearing
shirts with this message. GRIT stands for Growth, Resilience, Integrity, and
Teamwork. Research shows that the best indicator of success for all of us is
not talent or intelligence, but grit. The best way to teach this to students is
by engaging them in a “growth mindset.” We will work to replace “I can’t
do this” or “I don’t know how” to “I can’t do this yet” and “I don’t know
how yet.”
Thanks for all you do. Let us know if there is anything we can do to help.
Sincerely,
Mr. C.

Spirit Week!!!
Tuesday
9/3/19:
TWIN DAY

Wednesday
9/4/19:
HAT DAY

Thursday
9/5/19:
CRAZY HAIR DAY
Friday
9/6/19:
SCHOOL COLORS
DAY

Meal
Benefits

If your student was on free or reduced lunch last school
year and a new meal application has not been filled
out, they will be charged as a FULL pay student on
September 23, 2019. Meal benefits can be applied for
by filling out a form online at www.washk12.org/foodservice/free-and-reduced. It can take up to 10 working
days for the application to be processed. If you need to
fill out an application for the 2019-2020 school year,
please do so as soon as possible. If you filled out a blue
or green fee waiver form at registration, this is NOT the
form for free or reduced meals.

Hurricane Intermediate invites 6th and 7th grade girls to join the Heart & Sole after-school
program. Heart & Sole, a “Girls on the Run” program, is a 10 week program with a small team
size of 8-15 girls. Small team sizes allow each girl the opportunity to build strong connections
with one another and their coaches. The program begins on September 3, 2019 and lasts
through November 21, 2019. The girls meet twice weekly; Tuesday & Thursday from 2pm3:30pm. The program addresses the whole girl – body, brain, heart, spirit, and social connection.
Girls learn specific skills and strategies such as: how to manage emotions, help others, make
intentional decisions, and resolve conflicts that they then use at home, school, and with friends.
Physical activity remains a core element within this program, and includes strength and
conditioning appropriate for this age group. The season culminates with a celebratory 5K held on
November 23, 2019, which is shared with their team, coaches, friends, family, and running
buddies. Registration is open now and limited to 15 girls.
Learn More: www.gotrsouthernutah.org/Our-Programs
Register Today: www.gotrsouthernutah.org
Program Fee: $85 (normally $175)
*Monthly payments accepted
Contact Melissa Miller at 435-703-0299 or melissa.miller@girlsontherun.org with any questions

Wellness Room

Teaching students how to self-regulate and manage stress
Rates of anxiety and depression are increasing in children and adolescents. Twelve percent
of youth between the ages of 12 and 17 report they have experienced one major depressive
episode in the past year and an estimated ⅓ of adolescents have a diagnosed anxiety
disorder (Prothero, 2018).
We know the root of anxiety is fear and manifests in ruminating over the past or worrying
about the future. The key is bringing our attention to the present moment. When we are
intentional about being aware of our thoughts and emotions in the moment, we are more
empowered to cope in healthy ways. Learning how to recognize our emotions and selfregulate is a lifelong skill that can help decrease anxiety and depression. The Wellness
Room provides a safe and comfortable space to do the work of self-regulation.
Some classic signs of anxiety may include:











Easily frustrated
Somatic Complaints, e.g. stomach aches, headaches, trouble breathing
Exhibits fear
Seems on the lookout for danger (hypervigilant)
Easily upset by mistakes (perfectionism)
Cries
Startles easy
Blushes, trembles
Frequently expresses worry
Has difficulty completing work

Less obvious signs of anxiety may include:








Acts irritable
Acts angry
Does not follow school rules
Has inconsistent patterns in antecedents
Exhibits ritualistic or repetitive behavior
Is inflexible
Acts out of the blue; seems over-reactive

We know anxiety, depression, and aggression are a result of poor emotion
regulation. When we learn how to recognize, label, and express our emotions
appropriately, we are able to self-regulate (calm self when upset). To learn this skill,
children need to first co-regulate with a self-regulated adult.

Wellness Room
Welcome
All Students & Teachers
Tier 1 Universal
Intervention
Calm sensory soothing
environment
Dim lights
Pleasant sights & smells
Soft places to sit

Check-in

#1 question
“Do you want to be in the
Wellness Room?”
Data Collection:
Student name
Teacher name
Time-in/out
Rate emotions in/out
(can track what tools
student used)

Expectations
On opening day: all classes
receive an orientation to
the Wellness Room to
teach the students the
purpose of the room and
how to access it
appropriately.

We all experience stress and vulnerability,
especially during transitions in life and changes
in our daily routine. Research shows pleasant
smells, soothing music, and laughter decrease
levels of the stress hormone, cortisol. We all
need breaks throughout the day to self-soothe
using all of our 5 senses.

Anyone can use the Wellness Room at
anytime. Research shows we are more
productive when we take short breaks
throughout the day. Data is collected on
student usage to identify patterns, e.g. coming
in at the same time everyday or at the same
time as another person to problem solve
potential issues the student is experiencing.

The expectations for using the Wellness Room
are explicitly taught. Students will choose an
activity (or not--they may choose to breathe or
meditate) and pick up a timer (10-15 minutes),
then choose a place to sit.

Tools
To self-regulate

Coping activities
Sensory
Art
Music
Trivia
Joke books
Educational:
Mindfulness Apps
Videos about the brain

Tables to work
Art, scented markers,
mindful exercises, watching
educational videos about
the brain, listening to
soothing music or
meditation

Comfortable areas
to work
Actively using coping tools;
engaging the senses and
creating
What we experience
creates neural pathways in
our brain to support new
learning and develop new
habits.

Places to sit
Chairs only.
Soft.
Comfortable.
Only room for one.

Research shows Self-regulation allows us to
keep our emotions in check and recognize
others feelings and empathize. It also boosts
academic performance: Managing emotions

is a better predictor of academic
achievement than IQ
(Lehrer, 2009).

This is a quiet environment where participants
actively engage in sensory soothing activities to
self-regulate.
Self-regulation is the ability to calm yourself
down when you're upset and cheer yourself up
when you're down.

Neuroplasticity is the brain’s tendency to
continue to restructure itself based on
experience.
When students experience the calming
physiological effects of engaging in sensory
soothing activities they learn these activities
calm them down and they will choose to do
these activities instead of engage in
maladaptive behavior when they become
upset (dysregulated).

Students may access a weighted blanket to
rest in a comfortable chair. They may listen to
soothing music, engage in meditation with an
app, or watch educational videos on how the
brain works.

 ATTENDANCE: If your child will not be at school, please call 6358931 or email karina.goodwin@washk12.org If you are checking your
student out of school, you will need to come in to the office and sign
them out. You must have ID in order to check out a student. We will
not release students to anyone who is not on your contact list.
 ATTENDANCE: District policy allows us to excused absences/tardies
that are within 7 days.
 YEARBOOKS: Minimum deposit of $5 required to reserve a
yearbook. Must be received BEFORE Christmas Break. Yearbook
Total Price: $18
 BUS: Please be reminded that district policy only allows students to
ride the bus that they have been assigned to.
 DRESS CODE: Clothes that are mutilated (distressed) 4” above
knee, or immodest are not appropriate school wear. Any apparel
revealing a bare midriff, (including when raising arms), bare
shoulders, low neck line, or cut low under the arms, is not permissible.
Tank tops, without a covering garment or t-shirt underneath, are not
permissible. Sleeveless shirts must be at least 3” wide at the cap and
cover from neck to outside of shoulder. Undergarments should not be
visible. Dress, short, and skirt lengths must be modest and not
revealing. They can be no shorter than 4” from the top of the knee
cap in a standing position. *Please refer to the student handbook on
our website for the full dress code policy.

